A solar array switching (SASU) unit (22) according to the present invention includes a control system (24), a solar cell array (26) and switch circuits (28). The SASU unit (22) is associated with a power card (30) for receiving an output from the array (26). The array (26) has a number (0.5Y) of rows (38) each of which includes a pair of cell strings (42) separated by one of the switch circuits (28). Each of the strings (42) includes a number (X) of cells in electrical series. The SASU (22) switches the array (26) between a short string configuration where the array (26) effectively includes Y strings of X length, and a long string configuration where the array (26) effectively includes 0.5Y strings of 2X length. The SASU (22) thereby facilitates the use of solar power for space missions where solar intensity, operating temperature or other factors vary significantly.
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This invention was made with funding under NASA Contract No. NASI-1260 the United States Government may have certain rights invention.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates, in general, to spacecraft power systems and, in particular, to a power system for use in space missions where solar intensity, operating temperature, or other relevant factors vary over time. The invention is particularly useful for deep space missions, e.g., missions that extend beyond the orbit of Mars.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Due to space and mass limitations, spacecraft used in extended space missions must generally either generate their own power, e.g., through solar collectors, or use nuclear power. Solar powered spacecraft typically use a number of large area solar panels that are deployed once the spacecraft is in flight. Each panel generally includes a two-dimensional array of solar cells wherein each solar cell has an active area for converting sunlight to electricity and a pair of electrodes, e.g., a front electrode and a back electrode. A number of such cells may be arranged in electrical series in a “string”, for example, by connecting a positive electrode of one cell (e.g., the front electrode) to the negative electrode (e.g., back electrode) of an adjacent cell. By connecting cells in such a string, an increased voltage can be achieved for the spacecraft electrical system. A number of these strings can be connected in parallel to provide an increased current.

Such solar power systems have proved to be highly reliable for many missions and have the ability to generate power indefinitely. However, solar power systems are problematic for deep space missions such as planetary probes that venture beyond Mars’ orbit or proposed probes for approaching comets in highly elliptical orbits. In particular, the system parameters of voltage and current can vary dramatically in such missions. The current generated by a solar cell is dependent upon the solar intensity incident on the cell. Accordingly, the current produced by a given cell or string of cells varies in proportion to the square of the distance from the sun, and reaches significantly reduced levels, relative to near earth currents, when a spacecraft passes beyond the Mars orbit. On the other hand, as temperature decreases, solar cell voltage increases. Consequently, the voltage of a given cell or string of cells increases with increasing distance from the sun.

Because of these variations, solar power has not been viewed as a viable option for certain deep space missions. Such missions have therefore been designed for nuclear power. However, nuclear power systems have become problematic due to perceived safety issues and political complications.

There have been some proposals for reconfigurable solar systems, i.e., systems where solar cells or cell groups can alternatively be arranged in a series or a parallel configuration. However, these proposals generally either i) have been complicated in terms of non-generator elements (e.g., switches, sensors, etc.) required, thereby increasing cost, size and mass; or, ii) have provided only a very limited ability to vary system parameters through reconfiguration. As a result, it is apparent that such proposals have not fully addressed the needs of a range of deep space missions.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is directed to a method and apparatus for providing solar power for deep space missions. The invention allows for reconfiguration of a solar array to provide suitable voltage and current over the course of a mission for a variety of deep space and other applications. The solar array provides substantial reconfiguration flexibility with minimal non-generator elements, thereby reducing cost, size and mass requirements. Moreover, the method of the invention allows for convenient scaling of solar power system design to most efficiently meet mission requirements. The invention thereby allows solar power to be used in a variety of applications where nuclear power might otherwise be required, and allows for conventional, lightweight and inexpensive solar cell options for certain applications where exotic, more massive or expensive solar cells and materials might otherwise be thought necessary.

According to one aspect of the present invention, a reconfigurable solar power system is provided for spacecraft applications. The system includes at least one solar array having at least four strings of solar cells and a mechanism for switching the array between a first configuration wherein a first of the strings is arranged in parallel with each of the other strings and a second configuration wherein the first string is arranged in series with the other strings. It will be appreciated that a much larger number of strings can be employed, and that additional strings can be paired or otherwise interconnected in series as desired. The array can thereby be reconfigured to maximize power output. In this regard, where the lengths of the strings provide adequate voltage for a given operating environment, the four strings can be arranged in parallel to provide increased current. Alternatively, where operating temperatures reduce voltage, at least two of the strings can be arranged in series to enhance voltage output.

According to another aspect of the present invention, a spacecraft solar power system with substantial reconfiguration flexibility is provided. The system includes at least one solar cell array and a configuration mechanism for varying the number of cell groups in the array. Each of the cell groups includes at least one string of a plurality of solar cells connected in series without intervening switches. The configuration mechanism switches the array between a first configuration and a second configuration wherein the array includes at least twice as many cell groups in the first configuration as the second configuration. For example, the array may include a number of paired strings, where the strings of any pair can be switched between a parallel or series arrangement, thereby allowing the number of cell groupings in the array to be varied by a factor of two. The system thus has significant cell grouping flexibility to address varying needs over the course of a mission.

According to a further aspect of the present invention, a solar array switching unit is provided that allows for enhanced configuration options with minimal non-generator elements, e.g., switches. The unit includes an array and a configuration system for switching the array between first and second configurations. The first and second configurations preferably include an enhanced voltage configuration where a larger number of the array cells are arranged in series in a lengthened string, and an enhanced current configuration where a larger number of strings (e.g., shortened strings) are arranged in parallel. In any event, the second configuration referenced above includes more strings in parallel than the first configuration. The configuration further includes a number of switches (e.g., relay switches or circuits with control logic) for switching between the first and second configurations, where the number of switches is less than the number of strings arranged in parallel in the second configuration. The unit thus provides substantial...
configuration flexibility with minimal non-generator elements, thereby reducing complexity, cost and mass requirements.

According to a still further aspect of the present invention, a method is provided for use in designing a configurable solar array system to meet mission requirements. The configurable array includes a variable cell string length and a variable parallel arrangement of strings. The variable cell string length includes a minimized string length and the variable parallel arrangement includes a maximized parallel arrangement. The array designing method includes the steps of determining the minimized string length in relation to a high power portion of the mission and determining the maximized parallel arrangement in relation to the minimized string length as well as a power requirement and solar intensity of a second portion of the mission. For example, for a mission where distance from the sun varies greatly, the minimized string length (i.e., number of cells in the string) may be selected to provide adequate voltage/power at a point in the mission where power is a particular concern, e.g., where a number of systems are up and running. The maximized parallel arrangement (i.e., number of strings in parallel) may be used where providing adequate current is a particular concern, e.g., at an aphelion of the mission. Thus, the designer may determine: i) that a string length of X is necessary to meet a particular power requirement of one portion of the mission, and ii) that Y strings (of length X) are necessary to meet the current requirements of another portion of the mission. This designing method therefore allows for convenient scaling of solar array design based on mission requirements so as to minimize solar panel size and mass.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

For a more complete understanding of the present invention and further advantages thereof, reference is now made to the following Detailed Description, taken in conjunction with the drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating one example of a deep space mission in connection with which the present invention may be used;

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a solar array switching unit in accordance with the present invention;

FIG. 3 is an electrical schematic diagram of the solar array switching unit of FIG. 2;

FIG. 4 is a flow chart illustrating a method for use in designing a solar array switching unit in accordance with the present invention; and

FIG. 5 is a graph showing a performance comparison, for a particular deep space mission, between a conventional solar array and an array according to the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

In order to fully illustrate the invention and its advantages, the invention is set forth below in the context of an exemplary deep space mission. The invention is particularly useful in such a context because of the widely varying distance of the spacecraft from the sun and attendant variations in solar intensity or flux and temperature. These variations, in turn, result in variations in the current and voltage parameters of a solar array on a per cell basis. While such a mission therefore provides an appropriate context for consideration of the invention, it will be appreciated that the invention is more broadly applicable to a variety of missions where current and voltage may vary as a result of temperature, solar flux or other factors.

A particular deep space mission is illustrated in FIG. 1. The illustrated mission involves an encounter between a spacecraft 10 and a comet 12 (at encounter point E) for scientific purposes, e.g., to perform measurements or capture particles from the comet’s tail for return to earth 16. As illustrated, the spacecraft orbit 18 entails significant variation in the distance between the spacecraft and the sun 20. In this regard, the spacecraft 10 is inserted into the orbit 18 from earth 16 or low earth orbit (at P) at a sun-relative distance of about 0.98 AU, which is also the perihelion of orbit 18. The encounter E occurs at about 1.86 AU, and the orbit’s aphelion occurs at about 2.72 AU.

This orbit 18 results in substantial variation in the solar flux and temperature experienced by the craft’s solar panels. In particular, the maximum temperature and flux are experienced at P where the solar intensity is about 1363 W/m² and the temperature is about 79° C. By contrast, at A, the solar intensity is only about 184 W/m² and the temperature is about –61.5° C. Consequently, for high efficiency silicon solar cells, it is anticipated that the cell current at P will be about 1000 mA and the cell voltage may be below about 400 mV. At A, the cell current may drop to near 100 mA, whereas the voltage may rise to above 600 mV. As a result of these variations in cell parameters, it will be appreciated that the conventional solar panel design process would be somewhat complicated, perhaps requiring consideration of nuclear alternatives or oversizing of the solar panels to accommodate a worst case scenario (with an accompanying mass penalty) or requiring the use of more expensive and heavier solar cell alternatives, such as GaAs cells, in order to mitigate temperature related efficiency variations.

The present invention addresses these variations by providing a Solar Array Switching Unit (“SASU”) that allows for variation of the solar cell string length and variation of the number of strings in parallel so as to diminish variations in overall current and voltage (and hence power) output over the course of a mission. One embodiment of the SASU 22 is illustrated in FIGS. 2 and 3. Generally, the SASU 22 includes a control system 24, a solar cell array 26, and switch circuits 28 (represented as relay switches in FIG. 2). The SASU is electrically interconnected to an external shunt power card 30.

The control system 24 controls operation of the switch circuits 28 to selectively configure the array 26 or portions thereof in a “long string” or “short string” configuration as will be understood upon consideration of the description below. Such configuration and reconfiguration may be conducted upon command, based on programmed instructions relating to mission requirements, or in response to sensed variations in the operating environment or power requirements (e.g., sensed current or voltage, temperature, etc.). In the illustrated embodiment, the array configuration can be controlled in response to commands from a ground-based command center. In this regard, the control system 24 includes a receiver 32, such as an antenna and related processing circuitry, for receiving commands, and control logic 34 for providing appropriate control signals for controlling operation of the switch circuits 28 in response to received commands.

The shunt power card 30 receives the electrical power output from the array 26 for powering computing, telemetry and other instrumentation of the spacecraft 10. The power card 30 is typically associated with storage devices and various circuit devices for providing appropriate signals to the spacecraft instrumentation.

The illustrated array 26 is generally a two-dimensional array of solar cells 36 arranged in rows 38 and columns 40.
Within each row 38 of the illustrated array 26 are two cell strings 42 separated by a switch circuit 28. Each string 42 includes a number of cells 36 interconnected in electrical series, without intervening switches or other circuit elements in the illustrated embodiment (e.g., the positive electrode of a cell 36 in the string 42 is integral with or directly connected to the negative electrode of a succeeding cell 36 in the string 42). For the purposes of the present description, the string length or number of cells 36 in a string 42, is represented by "X". The column length or number of rows within the array 26 is taken to be "0.5Y", for reasons that will become apparent. It will be appreciated that, although only two rows are shown in FIG. 2, many more rows may be, and typically will be, included in the array 26.

The switch circuits 28 of the various rows 38 may operate independently or in unison. In the illustrated embodiment, the switch circuits 28 operate in unison to provide only two array configurations, i.e., a long string configuration and a short string configuration. When the switch circuits 28 are closed, the string pairs of each row 38 are connected in series between a ground voltage, e.g., associated with the spacecraft system 24, and the power card 30. The array 26 is thus effectively configured as 0.5Y strings of 2X length in parallel. When the switch circuits 28 are open (as shown) the strings 42 of each row 38 are configured in parallel with one another between the ground voltage and power card 30, as well as in parallel with each of the strings 42 of each of the other rows 38. The array 26 is thus effectively configured as Y strings of X length in parallel.

The switch circuits 28 may be embodied as any suitable switch elements such as relay switches, MOSFET logic or the like. FIG. 3 shows a MOSFET based implementation for one switch circuit 28 of the array 26, together with a portion of the control system 24, for purposes of illustration. The illustrated switch circuit 28 includes a MOSFET device 44 disposed between the strings of 42 of a given row 28 as shown. The device 44 functions essentially as a switch to effectively connect or disconnect node N1 and node N2, depending on the bias voltage applied across device 44. The bias voltage is determined by operation of the transistor 46 in response to control signals transmitted via redundant control lines 48. In this regard, the signals transmitted via control lines 48 are digital in nature having a "0" state corresponding to a ~15 v potential and a "1" state corresponding to a +15 v potential. The switch circuit 28, as illustrated, also includes an avalanche or zener diode 50 connected across MOSFET device 44 to protect the device 44. The diode 50, device 44 and related circuitry can be integrated circuit elements fabricated as an integral portion of the solar array panel. It will be appreciated that numerous alternative implementations of this parallel/series switching operation are possible.

The SASU 22 is readily scalable and can be designed to meet mission requirements without undue size, mass and expense. The associated design method may be understood by reference to the flow chart of FIG. 4 in conjunction with the exemplary mission as illustrated in FIG. 1. The process is initiated by selecting (52) a solar technology from available choices. Competing technologies include, for example, SHARP High Efficiency Silicon Solar Cells, conventional silicon solar cells and GaAs cells. These options have differing efficiencies, temperature response curves, masses (per cell/paAnnction) and costs. For the mission of FIG. 1, SHARP cells are selected because they have less mass, are cheaper and are more efficient at cold temperatures than GaAs cells, and because they perform better under low intensity/low temperature conditions than conventional silicon cells.

The next series of steps relate to determining the short string length. It is anticipated that the short string configuration will best accommodate certain demanding power phases of the mission. In this regard, the short string length can be determined by selecting (54) a demanding power phase of the mission, determining (56) a power requirement and associated voltage for the selected phase, and selecting (58) a short string length for the selected phase. In the illustrated mission, a particularly demanding power phase will be upon entry into the orbit of the spacecraft, where numerous spacecraft systems are up and running. The power demand at encounter is estimated to be about 300 watts. Based on the encounter power requirements as well as the performance characteristics of the selected cells at the encounter temperature and solar intensity, the short string cell length X can be determined. In this case, about 65 cells in series is found to provide the desired encounter voltage.

The next series of steps relates to determining the required number of strings Y. Because cell current decreases and voltage increases as distance from the sun increases, it is again anticipated that the short string configuration will best accommodate a low intensity phase of the mission far from the sun. Accordingly, determining the number of strings involves: selecting (60) a low intensity phase; and, based on the selected short string length and power requirements for the selected demanding current phase, selecting (62) the number of strings. In this case, the demanding current phase selected is an aphelion A point in the spacecraft's orbit where solar intensity is at a minimum. At this point, it is estimated that the cruise mode power requirements of the spacecraft will be about 170 watts. In order to meet this power requirement, given the string length X of 65 cells, it is determined that approximately 42 strings (Y=42) are required, corresponding to about 21 rows of string pairs.

The short string length X determines the switching point as between the short string and long string configuration. For the illustrated mission, the adequacy of the long string configuration for all portions of the mission on the sun side of encounter E, and the adequacy of short string configuration for all points in the opposite side of the mission, is readily verified (64). In this regard, the power requirements during all such portions of the mission, other than during encounter, will be approximately the cruise mode power requirement of 170 watts. Based on the known cell current and voltage at encounter, it can be readily verified that the long string configuration meets this cruise mode power requirement. It is thus apparent that the long string configuration will be adequate for the sun side of the mission (spacecraft/sun distance <1.86 AU) because solar flux is greater than encounter. Similarly, the short string configuration will be adequate for all points on the opposite side of the spacecraft's orbit (spacecraft/sun distance >1.86 AU) because the solar flux at all such points is at least as great as the aphelion A.

Once the required values of X and Y are known, the size and mass of the array (as well as the approximate cost) can be readily determined (66) and compared (68) to mission requirements or limitations. If the limitations are met by the required array, then the design is acceptable and the array can be constructed (70). On the other hand, if such limitations are exceeded, e.g., if the required mass is more than specified for the mission, other solar cell technologies may be considered and the process is repeated. If all such options are exhausted (72) without finding an acceptable design, then it may be necessary to select (74) an alternative power source for the mission such as a nuclear system. Remarkably, the SASU for the illustrated mission is esti-
mated to require only 6.7 m² of active cell area and have a mass of only about 1.3–1.7 kg including associated circuitry. The advantages of the SASU of the present invention are graphically illustrated in FIG. 5 which shows theoretically derived power production curves, with and without the SASU, over multiple revolutions of the orbit shown in FIG. 1. In particular, FIG. 5 shows that the minimum power outputs, as observed in the circles area of the graph, are increased by about 80 watts by using the SASU. It will therefore be appreciated that the SASU will allow solar power to be used in certain missions where a nuclear system might otherwise be thought necessary, and allows for use of inexpensive and lightweight solar technology options which might not otherwise be acceptable for certain missions. In addition, the SASU provides more power for a given panel area, reduces power “dips” that occur in conventional panels due to cells becoming inactive due to under voltage, and reduces total power loss in the event that any one string is lost. The stringing is also uncomplicated as all strings can be the same length. Other advantages will be apparent to those skilled in the art.

While various embodiments of the present invention have been described in detail, it is apparent that further modifications and adaptations of the invention will occur to those skilled in the art. However, it is to be expressly understood that such modifications and adaptations are within the spirit and scope of the present invention.

What is claimed is:

1. A solar power system for a spacecraft, comprising:
   a) a solar array including:
      i) a first cell string including a first number of first solar cells arranged in series free from any intervening switch element interposed between any two of said first solar cells;
      ii) a second cell string including a second number of second solar cells arranged in series free from any intervening switch element interposed between any two of said second solar cells;
      iii) a third cell string including a third number of third solar cells arranged in series free from any intervening switch element interposed between any two of said third solar cells; and
      iv) a fourth cell string including a third number of third solar cells arranged in series free from any intervening switch element interposed between any two of said third solar cells; and
   b) configuration means for switching said solar array between a first configuration wherein said first string is arranged in parallel with each of said second, third and fourth strings, and a second configuration wherein said first string is in series with one of said second, third and fourth strings.

2. A solar power system as set forth in claim 1, wherein said first and second strings are arranged in a first row of the array and said third and fourth strings are arranged in a second row of said array.

3. A solar power system as set forth in claim 1, wherein each of said first, second, third and fourth strings has approximately the same number of cells.

4. A solar power system as set forth in claim 1, wherein said array is formed from a number of strings pairs, each of said pairs including two strings arranged in a single row of said array, wherein each of said pairs defines a short string length and a long string length.

5. A solar power system as set forth in claim 1, wherein each of said strings includes a plurality of silicon containing solar cells.

6. A solar power system as set forth in claim 1, wherein said configuration means comprises a switch disposed between said first string and said one of said second, third and fourth strings.

7. A solar power system as set forth in claim 6, wherein said switch comprises one of a relay switch and logic circuitry.

8. A solar power system as set forth in claim 1, wherein said array is formed from a number of string pairs, each of said pairs including two strings arranged in a single row of said array, and said configuration means comprises a switch disposed between said two strings in each said row.

9. A solar power system as set forth in claim 1, wherein said array includes a first number of strings including said first, second, third and fourth strings, and said configuration means comprises a first number of switches, said first number of strings being greater than said first number of switches.

10. A solar power system as set forth in claim 9, wherein said first number is at least twice as great as said second number.

11. A solar power system as set forth in claim 1, wherein said array includes a number of strings including said first, second, third and fourth strings and said configuration means comprises means for switching said array between a first grouping wherein said number of strings is arranged as a first plurality of groups and a second grouping wherein said number of strings is arranged as a second plurality of groups, each said group of said first and second pluralities including at least two strings interconnected in electrical series, said first plurality including at least twice as many groups as said second plurality.

12. A solar power system as set forth in claim 1, further comprising a control system for controlling operation of said configuration means.

13. A solar power system as set forth in claim 12, wherein said control system comprises means for receiving commands from a command center separate from said spacecraft.

14. A solar power system as set forth in claim 1, wherein said power system further comprises means for receiving an output from said array so that said output can be used in powering other systems of said spacecraft.

15. A solar power system for a spacecraft, comprising: a solar cell array; and a configuration means for switching said solar cell array between a first configuration and a second configuration, wherein in said first configuration said solar cell array has at least twice as many cell strings as in said second configuration, where each of said cell strings includes a number of solar cells arranged in series and each of said cell strings in each of the first configuration and second configuration is arranged in parallel with each other of said cell strings.

16. A solar power system as set forth in claim 15, wherein said array is formed from a number of string pairs, each of said pairs comprising two strings arranged in a single row of said array.

17. A solar power system as set forth in claim 15, wherein said configuration means comprises a first plurality of switches, wherein a number of switches of said first plurality of switches is less than a number of cell strings in said solar cell array in said first configuration.

18. A solar power system as set forth in claim 17, wherein a number of cell strings of said first configuration is at least about twice said number of switches of said first plurality of switches.
19. A solar power system as set forth in claim 15, further comprising a control system for receiving commands from a command center separate from said spacecraft and controlling operation of said configuration means in response to said received commands.

20. A solar power system for a spacecraft, comprising:
   a solar cell array; and
   configuration means for switching said solar cell array
   between a first configuration wherein said array includes a first plurality of cell strings arranged in parallel and a second configuration wherein said array includes a second plurality of cell strings arranged in parallel, said second plurality having more of said strings arranged in parallel than said first plurality, each of said strings of said first and second plurality including a number of solar cells arranged in series;
   said configuration means comprising a first plurality of switches for use in switching said array between said first configuration and said second configuration, wherein a number of said switches of said first plurality of switches is less than a number of said strings of said second plurality of cell strings.

21. A solar power system as set forth in claim 20, wherein each of said strings of said first and second pluralities includes a number of cells arranged in series free from intervening switch elements between any two cells of said number of cells.

22. A solar power system as set forth in claim 20, wherein said number of strings of said second plurality of cell strings is at least twice said number of switches of said first plurality of switches.

23. A solar power system as set forth in claim 20, wherein said second plurality has at least about twice as many strings arranged in parallel as said first plurality.

24. A solar power system as set forth in claim 20, further comprising a control system for receiving commands from a command center separate from said spacecraft and controlling operation of said configuration means in response to said received commands.

25. A method for use in designing a solar power system for a space mission, said solar power system including:
   a configurable solar cell array formed from strings, of solar cells arranged in series where the strings have a variable cell string length and can be arranged in a variable parallel arrangement of strings, said variable string length being variable between a first string length including a first number of cells arranged in series and a second string length including a second number of cells arranged in series, said second number of cells of said second string length being greater than said first number of cells of said first string length, said variable parallel arrangement of strings being variable between a first parallel arrangement wherein said solar cell array includes a first number of strings arranged in parallel and a second parallel arrangement wherein said solar cell array includes a second number of strings arranged in parallel, said second number of strings of said second parallel arrangement being greater than said first number of strings of said first parallel arrangement, said method comprising steps of:
   determining said first string length to provide an electrical output; and
   based on said selected first string length, and also based on a solar intensity, determining said second, parallel arrangement of strings.

26. A method as set forth in claim 25, wherein said step of determining said first string length comprises determining a value of a power requirement, and determining said first number of strings of said first string length based on said power value.

27. A method as set forth in claim 25, wherein said step of determining said first string length comprises determining a voltage requirement, and determining said first string length based on said voltage requirement and cell voltage.

28. A method as set forth in claim 25, further comprising the step of arranging said solar cell array so as to include a plurality of cell groups wherein each cell group includes at least two strings disposed in a collinear relationship.

* * * * *